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Introduction 

The Holtek HT16C2x is a series of I2C interface, RAM mapping LCD drivers. They include 

the HT16C22/HT16C22G, HT16C23/HT16C23G, HT16C24/HT16C24G and so on and 

can be used for LCD display driving in products such as electricity meters, water meters, 

household appliances, GPS products, industrial instruments etc. 

Three phase four-wire electricity meters are mainly used to measure transformer three 

phase four-wire low power supply output for industrial production, agricultural production 

and civilian three phase four-wire power utilization. They need a relatively complex 

display interface and a large number of pixels. 

The max number of pixels for the HT16C23 is 4COM×56SEG or 8COM×52SEG. It 

provides three kinds of packages, 48LQFP, 64LQFP and COG, and it uses low power 

design techniques, has good noise rejection capabilities and ESD protection. The 

three-phase electricity meter controller sends settings and display information to the 

HT16C23 only via the I2C interface. Then a waveform display will be generated in 

compliance with the display requirements. The following introduces the HT16C23 

applilcation for three-phase electricity meter displaying. 

Operation Theory 

HT16C23 Brief Specifications 

 Operating voltage: 2.4V~5.5V

 Internal 32kHz RC oscillator

 Bias: 1/3 or 1/4

 Duty: 1/4 (48LQFP not supported) or 1/8

 I2C communication mode

 Provides two kinds of frame scanning frequencies: 80Hz, 160Hz

 Address is automatically increased when reading and writing data.

 Extrnal resisitor can adjust the operating voltage. Internal 16-level VLCD is adjusted by

instructions to suit the LCD panel operating voltage.

 Provides full-screen blinking function
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LCD Display RAM 

The HT16C23 LCD display RAM is used to store LCD display data. Writing a "1" means 

the related LCD segment is on. Writing a "0" means the related LCD segment is off. 

 

 

HT16C23 Data Transmission Format 

The HT68F40 MCU used in this example reads and writes data to and from the HT16C23 

via the I2C interface. The HT16C23 SCL pin, SDA pin and open-drain output must be 

connected to a 4.7k pull-high resisitor. The HT16C23 follows the general I2C protocol, as 

the accompanying figure shows, the high data bits are transmitted first. 

 

There are two ways that the controller writes data to the HT16C23. One is to write a 

command and the other is to write data to the LCD Display RAM. 
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Write Command Format 

 

For example, when setting the HT16C23 bias to 1/3 and the duty to 1/8, the controller 

must firstly send the slave address and 0x7c which stands for the write mode, then send 

the command byte 0x82 which stands for the drive mode. Finally the the command 

setting 0x02 must be sent. 

Writing to the Single LCD Display RAM Format 

 

Writing to the LCD display RAM is implemented according to the LCD panel COM and 

Segment connection setup. Write a suitable value to the display RAM location to turn on the 

related pixel. When writing to a single location  in the LCD display RAM, the controller firstly 

sends the slave address and then 0x7c which stands for the write mode. Then it sends the 

display data input/output command byte 0x80 and the write address of the RAM. It then 

sends the data and sends the stop signal. After this the transmission is complete. 

Writing the LCD Display RAM Format Continuously 

 

When writing continuous data to the LCD display RAM, it firstly sends the address amd 

then 0x7c which stands for the write mode. Then it sends the display data input/output 

command 0x80. After sending the begining address which it writes to the RAM 

continuously, the RAM address is automatically incremented until it sends a stop signal. 

When it is a 1/4 duty driving mode, the RAM address increases to 0x1B. If it inreases 

further it will return to the start value, 0x00. 

When it is a 1/8 duty driving mode, the RAM address increases to 0x33. If it inreases 

further it will return to the start value, 0x00. 
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Reading the LCD Display RAM Format 

 

When reading the LCD display RAM, it first sends the address and 0x7c which stands for 

the write mode. It then sends the display data input/output command 0x80 and the RAM 

begining address. Then it sends the signal to stop the transmission. After sending the 

address and 0x7d which stands for the read mode, it is possible to read the RAM data 

from the begining address until it sends a stop signal. 

HT16C23 Command Summary 

After the HT16C23 recieves the commands listed in the datasheet from the controller, it 

will execute the related operation as shown below. If the HT16C23 recieves a command 

not listed in the datasheet, there will be no operation executed. 

Display Data Input/Output Command 

 

When the controller writes LCD display RAM data to the HT12C23 or reads LCD display 

RAM data from the HT12C23 via the I2C interface, after sending the address, the 

command 0x80 must then be sent. After this the RAM start address for reading or writing 

must be sent again. 

Driver Mode Setting Command 
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This group of commands is used to set the HT16C23 driver waveform bias and duty. Note 

that the 1/8 duty drive mode is only available for the 48 LQFP package type.  

 

System Mode Command 

 

This group of commands is used to control the HT16C23 internal oscillator and the LCD 

display switching. 

 

Frame Frequency Command 

 

This group of commands is used to select whether the LCD frame frequency is 80Hz or 

160Hz. F=0, selects 80Hz. 

F=1, selects 160Hz. 
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Blinking Frequency Command 

 

This group of commands is used to select the LCD panel full-screen blinking frequency. 

BK1~BK0=00, the blinking is switched off 

BK1~BK0=01, selects the 2Hz blinking frequency. 

BK1~BK0=10, selects the 1Hz blinking frequency. 

BK1~BK0=11, selects the 0.5Hz blinking frequency. 

Internal voltage Adjustment (IVA) Setting Command 

 

This group of commands is used to select the VLCD and Segment pin-shared function 

and the LCD bias voltage source. 

 DE,VE=00 

 Select the shared pin as a VLCD pin, the Internal Voltage Adjustment is off.  

 When connecting a resistor between the VLCD pin and the VDD pin, the internal 

voltage follower (OP4) must be enabled. This is implemented by setting the 

DA3~DA0 to any value other than 0000. 

 When the VLCD Pin is connected directly to the VDD pin, DA3~DA0 must be set to 

0000 to disable the internal voltage follower OP4. 

 The VLCD pin voltage provides the LCD bias voltage. 

 DE,VE=01 

 Select the shared pin as a VLCD pin, the Internal Voltage Adjustment is on. 

 The internal VDD provides the LCD bias voltage via the Internal Voltage Adjustment. 

The Internal Voltage Adjustment output value can be optioned by DA3~DA0. 

 The VLCD pin is an output pin. The controller can detect the voltage to obtain the 

LCD bias voltage. 

 DE,VE=10 

 Select the shared pin as a Segment pin, the Internal Voltage Adjustment is off. 

 The internal VDD provides the LCD bias voltage. 

 The internal voltage follower OP4 is off whatever the values of DA3~DA0 are set to. 

 DE,VE=11 

 Select the shared pin as a Segment pin, the Internal Voltage Adjustment is on. 

 The internal VDD provides the LCD bias voltage via the Internal Voltage Adjustment. 

The Internal Voltage Adjustment output value can be optioned by DA3~DA0. 
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Three-phase Electricity Meter LCD Panel 

The following figure shows the LCD panel used in this example. 

Parameter Summary ： Operating voltage--4.3V; duty--1/8; bias--1/3; COM--8; 

SEGMENT--40 

 

 

Application Circuit 
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S/W Flowchart 

Main Progam Flowchart 
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Display Initialisation Subroutine Flowchart 

 

Isochronous Input/Output Transmission 

Display Subroutine Flowchart 
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Progam Description 

This example uses the HT16C23 to drive a three phase electricity meter LCD panel. It 

implements the anolog electricity meter charging and query function via the HT16C23’s 

own I2C communication interface to a HT68F40 controller MCU. As for the program, firstly, 

initialize. This mainly includes the HT68F40 and the HT16C23 initialisation settings. The 

HT68F40 initialise settings include clearing the RAM and turning off some unused 

functions to reduce MCU power consumption, setting the Time Base1 timing function and 

I2C communition interface. The HT16C23 settings are put in the display initialisation 

function. The setting steps are shown in the display initialisation flowchart above. 

Secondly, determine whether the time base time has arrived. When the time has arrived, 

it will call the displaying function. When the time has not arrived, it will wait. At last, 

process the menu that will be displayed in the display function. The actual program flow is 

shown in the above main program flowchart. 

Program Example 
;OSC: HIRC 4MHz 
;WDT: Enable 
;WDT Clock Selection:   fsub 
;PB0/RES Pin Option:    RES Pin 
;Other option select by user 

See the attatchment for the display function and program example. 

Conclusions 

This example has introduced the HT16C23 data transmission format and control 

commands, as well as a method of application. An example program is provided in the 

attachment for the user’s reference. 
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